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Modern programming languages prefer to support rapid development improved with flex-
ible and expressive features. It seems languages take more effort in development rather than
long-time support of the code. This trend can be seen in the fact that many languages handles
binary compatibility poorly. In many cases only a very little change can cause serious runtime
problems, like miscalculations and crashes.

In C [3] and C++ [4] (and in many other languages) binary compatibility starts when linking
multiple objects into an executable or dynamic library. Using any build system, we can give
situations when the built system will not recognize the dependencies correctly, and the com-
piler outputs a wrong binary – it is more likely when system-wide headers are also involved.
Furthermore, the same issue can arise when linking against static libraries. These problems can
be avoided with a local database of detailed information about the types and functions. The
problem is getting more uncontrollable when a client uses dynamic libraries. While in C only
the name of the functions and objects (also known as global variables) are used in static- and
dynamic linking, in C++ mangled names are used to link functions. The mangled names will
provide a little more validation when loading a library, but it is not nearly sufficient.

In the other hand, we have to calculate with the expected incompatibility: obviously, an
interface modification will break the user programs, while modifications are not related to the
interface itself are the most problematic. Many languages cannot handle correctly the second
case due to optimization reasons or due to information loss.

Note that, the problem of the binary compatibility is not limited to languages like C and C++,
but it is a real issue in managed languages as well – for example in Java language. Researches
aimed to identify the possible weakpoints [1], others try to provide a solution for that [2].

In this paper we present an experimental method to detect binary incompatibilities in C++
program. Moreover we introduce our experimental programming language, Welltype [5],
which is aimed to present a solution to detect unwanted binary incompatibilities at link-time.
Our approach will not load incompatible programs into the same runtime context.
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